AIRASIA COLLECTION OCT-DEC 2019

SHOP ON BOARD OR PRE-BOOK @ OURSHOP.COM

Products shown on this catalogue are for illustration purposes only. Product availability is strictly on a while-stocks-last basis.
GIFT FOR EVERYONE

CHRISTMAS CAKE BLANKET
MYR 55
Blanket Size: 16 inch x 36 inch

CHOCO POUCH
MYR 35

SUSHI BOX DIARY
MYR 45
Notebook, Wasabi Eraser, Sushi Post-it, Chopstick Pencil
GIFT FOR Kids

MINI CREW ROMPER
MYR 45

TINY PILOT ROMPER
MYR 45

COMBO ROMPER + SANTA HAT
MYR 60

COMMBO ROMPER + SANTA HAT
MYR 60

SANTA CREW BEAR SET
MYR 60

SANTA HAT
MYR 25
MUST-HAVE FOR YOUR MAGICAL JOURNEYS!

KEEP WARM COOL TUMBLER
MYR 12

BREATHTABLE CAP
MYR 30

WATERPROOF SHOWER BAG
MYR 30
LIMITED EDITION

Packable Backpack
MYR 45

Hoodie Neck Pillow
MYR 45

Magic Journey 4 in 1 Pen
MYR 5
NEVER GO WRONG WITH THE CLASSICS SELECTED SPECIALLY FOR AIRASIA REGULARS.

AIRASIA POLO T-SHIRT (2019 EDITION)
Look effortlessly chic with our new and improved polo tee!

S M L XL
RED BLACK
MYR 35 EACH
AIRASIA CAP (2019 EDITION)
Black and red cap with adjustable strap is a perfect fit for every traveller!

RED 30
BLACK 30 EACH

COMFORT KIT
The perfect travel companion to keep you comfy on the go. Includes a blanket, neck pillow and eye mask.

MYR 45
SET
AIRCRAFT MODEL A320 (SCALE 1:150)
Decorate your table or shelf with the flagship A320 aircraft, complete with its own printed display stand.
MYR 120

AIRCRAFT MODEL A330 (SCALE 1:200)
This magnificent A330 will definitely be a great conversation starter at your next house party.
MYR 120

AIRCRAFT MODEL A330 UFC (SCALE 1:200)
In conjunction with our proud partnership with UFC (Ultimate Fighting Championship), we created this striking A330 model especially with mixed martial arts fighters and enthusiasts in mind!
MYR 120
COLLECTOR’S EDITION

MINI BRICK PLANE
Have fun constructing your own A320 with the little ones!

MYR 35

HANDPHONE RING STAND
Get a secure grip on your handheld with this nifty ring. It also doubles as a stand when watching videos.

MYR 10
LINE UP YOUR SHELVES
WITH THE MOST POPULAR
COLLECTABLES FROM US.

ALLSTARS BEAR
COLLECTION
Take home AirAsia Dream Team Teddies! How can you
say no to that?

MYR 60
SET

KIDS FUN BOX
Engage active kids with this collectible fun box. Complete with
games and more, it's the best companion for any young traveller.
• Lunch box
• Colour pencils (6pcs)
• Colouring book
• Games

MYR 45
SET

KIDS FUN BAG
Get our exclusive fun bag to keep
the little ones occupied.
• Fun bag
• Asean puzzle
• Colour pencils (8pcs)
• Colouring & sticker book
• Stationery set:
  - Eraser
  - Pencils (2pcs)
  - Notepad
  - Sharpener

MYR 35
SET
AIRPORT PLAY SET
Let your kids’ imagination fly high with this airport play set. Suitable for children aged 3 and above.

MYR 60 SET

PUZZLE TRACK PLANE
Boost your kid’s problem-solving skills while having fun with this puzzle track plane.

MYR 35

SEATBELT KEYCHAIN
Pick up this miniature seat belt replica on board. Exclusively designed for AirAsia fans.

MYR 20

REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT KEYCHAIN
Used as a safety warning for removable aircraft components while on the ground, this piece is a perfect gift for aviation enthusiasts and the like.

MYR 10
4-IN-1 PEN
Do it all with this handy ballpoint pen! Not only is it a smooth-writing pen, it's also a stylus, a phone-holder and a screen wiper.

MYR 5 EACH

TOPPER PLANE WITH PEN
A pen and toy in one! Plan your next travel adventure as your little ones play with the miniature plane.

MYR 15 EACH

NEO KEYCHAIN
Show your love for the A320neo with this finely crafted piece.

MYR 10

AIRPORT VEHICLES KEYCHAIN
Personalise your luggage and backpack with this charming set of mini airport vehicles.

MYR 20 SET

AIRPORT VEHICLES MAGNETS
Take home these adorable airport vehicles magnets for the little ones!

MYR 30 SET
TRAVEL ESSENTIALS

MOBILE: ALL-IN-ONE CABLE
- Wireless Charger with Phone Cradle
- Memory card Reader
- Multi Cable support
- iPhone/Android/Type C
- Flashlight
- SIM Kit

DOUBLE USB TRAVEL ADAPTER
Recharge your devices quickly anywhere in the world with this nifty item! Featuring fast-charging multiport and dual USB ports, this adapter comes in a black leather pouch.

MYR 55

AIR ASIA
MUST-HAVE ESSENTIALS
DESIGNED TO EASE YOUR TRAVELLING EXPERIENCES.

FOLDABLE UMBRELLA
Let this vibrant red umbrella be your companion through the rain and shine!

MYR 35
UV coated
8 panels
250 g

DRY BAG
Keep your important stuff dry with our uniquely-designed, lightweight 2L dry bag. Comes with adjustable shoulder strap and holds up to 2 litres.

MYR 25
AirAsia is a proud partner of (RED) in support of the Global Fund to fight AIDS in Asean.

SHOP (RED) SAVE LIVES

AirAsia is committed to supporting (RED)’s fight to end AIDS in Asean. For every (AirAsia) RED merchandise sold, USD2.00 will be donated to support (RED)’s fight to end AIDS.

MYR 30
(AirAsia) RED CAP
FLY (RED) SAVE LIVES KEYCHAIN  
MYR 12

(AirAsia) RED FOLDABLE UMBRELLA  
MYR 45

(AirAsia) RED TOTE BAG  
MYR 45

AIRCRAFT MODEL A320 (1:150) (WEAREALLCHAMPIONS) RED  
MYR 125
Tohe is a Vietnamese social enterprise that caters and cares for the disadvantaged children of Vietnam. By conducting weekly art classes, Tohe provides a platform for the children to nurture and explore their creative potential and self-confidence.

Their works are then chosen, redesigned and printed onto various eco-friendly lifestyle products ranging from clothes to homeware and distributed across Vietnam and internationally. Each Tohe product practically comes alive with vibrant colours and childlike, “hồn nhiên” (playful) spirit!

A portion of earnings made are used to fund the children’s art classes as well as scholarship programs. When you buy a Tohe product, you experience a child’s happiness; you support a child’s future.

TOHE

EYE MASK

Sleep comfortably and in style with this custom-designed eye mask. 100% cotton canvas.

MYR 29 / EACH

TOHE

SET OF 2 POUCH

Pouch Set - Get a set of printed pouches for your daily essentials. Available in 2 sizes.

MYR 39 / SET